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REPERTOIRE LIST ADULTS

FESTIVITIES
Sweet Christmas?
Because Christmas comes in many different flavours...
“Sweet Christmas?” is a show for adults that believes in the right of living this time of the year with
authenticity, no matter how you celebrate it. Prepare your taste buds for savouring Christmas stories
taken from films, poetic social reviews or erotic stories with the smell of mantecado and Anís del
Mono.
The darkest night
Contemporary and oral tradition stories where death and spirits are the main characters.
A horror story session to have a good time … and a fright.
SPECIAL SESSIONS
As Blind : Stories with sense
This one is a storytelling session for adults based on experience with our five senses. Each participant
could focus on enjoying one single sense, while setting aside the others during the course of the
story. These stories are for smelling, tasting, touching, seeing and, of course, listening. Experiment
with your senses: come “As Blind”!
Tea Story
Selected stories to relax and reflect.
Infusions chosen to share the moment.
More than a storytelling session … More than a tea tasting …
“Tea Story” is a meeting with the simplicity of the spoken word and the richness of plants.

ORAL TRADITION
My grandmother´s trunk (Andalusia)
A homage to those stories from the past that evoke the mischievousness and charm of granparent
storytellers. During this re-encounter with our oral tradition, we´ll go all over Andalusia up to
Despeñaperros through tales, folk songs, mumbo jumbos, poems and a whole lot of interesting
stories.
Mekama (Sáhara)
Mekama is a storytelling session at an Oasis in twighlight.
Mekama is a magic meeting in the middle of our daily desert.
Mekama is the pleasure of cooling yourself off with words and good company.
Welcome to Mekama.
Between the earth and the sky (Greece and Asia)
Wise tales from diverse folk traditions and different cultures gather in a welcoming space that invites
contemplation and calm. The old Greek aphorism “Know yourself” is the basis of this storytelling
session that encourages us to keep growing.
1001 nights (Middle East)
The everlasting stories from Sheherazade for an audience that looks forward to knowing the origins
of this thrilling plot, where reality and fantasy mix in a masterful way.
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